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Background
NI 43-101 Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects (NI 43-101) requires that all disclosure
of scientific or technical information made by an issuer must be based upon information prepared
by or under the supervision of a qualified person or approved by a qualified person. A “qualified
person”, as defined in NI 43-101, is required to meet several conditions including holding a
specified membership designation in an acceptable “professional association”.

On February 25, 2016, the Canadian Securities Administrators (the CSA or we) updated
Appendix A to Companion Policy 43-101CP which provides a list of:

i) foreign professional associations, that in our view, respect the definition of “professional
association”; and

ii) membership designations within these foreign professional associations that meet the
criteria in paragraph (e) of the definition of a “qualified person”.

Your professional association and acceptable membership designation(s) are currently referenced
in Appendix A.

Questionnaire
In order to ensure that your professional association and acceptable membership designation(s)
continue to meet the requirements of NI 43-101 and continue to be listed on Appendix A, we are
initiating a request for information Questionnaire to be completed by each foreign professional
association. Please see the important instructions for completing the Questionnaire.

Requested Action
We ask that your professional association complete and return the Questionnaire(s) by
November 3, 2017. Thank you in advance for your cooperation with this important initiative.

Please email the completed Questionnaire(s) and any supporting pdf documents to:
43_101_questionnaire@osc.gov.on.ca
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https://www.bcsc.bc.ca/Securities_Law/Policies/Policy4/PDF/CSA_Notice__February_25__2016/


Questions
Please refer your questions to any of the following people:

Chris Collins Darin Wasylik
Chief Mining Advisor, Corporate Finance Senior Geologist, Corporate Finance
British Columbia Securities Commission British Columbia Securities Commission
604-899-6616 604-899-6517
Toll-free 800-373-6393 Toll-free 800-373-6393
ccollins@bcsc.bc.ca dwasylik@bcsc.bc.ca

Victoria Yehl
Senior Geologist, Corporate Finance
British Columbia Securities Commission
604-899-6519
Toll-free 800-373-6393
vyehl@bcsc.bc.ca

Craig Waldie James Whyte
Senior Geologist, Corporate Finance Senior Geologist, Corporate Finance
Ontario Securities Commission Ontario Securities Commission
416-593-8308 416-593-2168
Toll-free 877-785-1555 Toll-free 877-785-1555
cwaldie@osc.gov.on.ca jwhyte@osc.gov.on.ca

Luc Arsenault
Géologue
Autorité des marchés financiers
514-395-0337, ext. 4373
Toll-free 877-525-0337, ext. 4373
luc.arsenault@lautorite.qc.ca

André Laferrière
Géologue
Autorité des marchés financiers
514-395-0337, ext. 4374
Toll-free 877-525-0337 ext. 4374
andre.laferriere@lautorite.qc.ca
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QUESTIONNAIRE
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE QUESTIONNAIRE

Professional associations with multiple membership designations
Please complete a separate Questionnaire for EACH membership designation for your professional
association currently listed in Appendix A. For example, if your association has several membership 
designations listed (i.e. Professional Member, Fellow, Chartered Scientist, and Chartered Engineer) please 
complete a separate Questionnaire for EACH membership designation.

How to answer the Questionnaire
• Please provide complete answers in the blue box beneath or beside each question.
• Please indicate the source document and reference the specific section to support your answer.

(i.e. Registration Regulation – Section 18(1))
• Please provide a hyperlink to the source reference (i.e. https://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/r16324#BK19),

or provide a pdf of the document when returning the completed Questionnaire.

Contact Information of Person Completing the Questionnaire
Name of person:
Phone number:

Email:

Professional Association and Membership Designation Questions
Name of professional association:

Membership designation: (Note: complete a separate Questionnaire for each designation)

Please indicate the current number of members holding this membership designation.

1 In NI 43-101, paragraph (b) of the definition “professional association” requires
that candidates be admitted based on their academic qualifications, experience, and 
ethical fitness.

Education

a) Please indicate the minimum university degree, or equivalent, that a candidate is required
to have before being considered for the membership designation.

Source and reference:

Hyperlink to source:

b) Please indicate if the candidate’s university degree, or equivalent, needs to be in an area
of geoscience or engineering related to mining.

Source and reference:
Hyperlink to source:

https://www.bcsc.bc.ca/Securities_Law/Policies/Policy4/PDF/CSA_Notice__February_25__2016/
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Experience
c) Please indicate the number of years of geoscience or mining related engineering work

experience a candidate is required to have before being considered for the membership 
designation. Please also indicate if obtaining a graduate degree (M.Sc., M.Eng., or Ph.D.) 
can count as experience, and if so, how many years are counted.

Source and reference:

Hyperlink to source:
Ethical Fitness

d) Please indicate how many professional references (referee, validator, or sponsor) are
required to verify the candidate’s reputation, character, and suitability for the membership 
designation.

Source and reference:

Hyperlink to source:
e) Please indicate whether the references are required to have personal knowledge of the

candidate.

Source and reference:

Hyperlink to source:
f) Please indicate if a specific form is used for the written peer evaluation of the candidate

by the references. If so, please provide a copy of the membership reference evaluation 
form.

Source and reference:

Hyperlink to source:
g) Please indicate if the written peer evaluation of the candidate is sent directly to your

professional association by the reference, or is it sent to you by the candidate. (i.e. is it 
provided on a confidential basis or on a non-confidential basis?)

Source and reference:
Hyperlink to source:
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2 In NI 43-101, paragraph (c) of the definition “professional association” requires 
compliance with the professional standards of competence (i.e. practice) and ethics 
established by the professional association.
a) Please indicate whether your professional association has a documented code of ethics

that individuals holding the membership designation must follow. If so, please provide the 
hyperlink.

Source and reference:

Hyperlink to source:
b) Please indicate whether your professional association has documented professional

standards of practice that individuals holding the membership designation must follow. If 
so, please provide the hyperlink for each.

Source and reference:

Hyperlink to source:

3 In NI 43-101, paragraph (d) of the definition “professional association” requires
that the professional association requires or encourages continuing professional 
development (CPD) for its members.
Please indicate whether CPD is voluntary or mandatory for the membership designation.
Please also indicate the annual number of required CPD hours (e.g. 35 hours per year, 
excluding job/work time).

Source and reference:
Hyperlink to source:

4 In NI 43-101, paragraph (e) of the definition “professional association” requires
that the professional association has and applies disciplinary powers, including the 
power to suspend or expel a member regardless of where the member practices or 
resides.
Please indicate whether your professional association’s procedures and conditions for 
suspending or expelling an individual holding the membership designation apply irrespective 
of where the member is practicing (i.e. is your professional association’s disciplinary 
jurisdiction over its members limited by any state or national boundaries).

Source and reference:

Hyperlink to source:
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5 In NI 43-101, paragraph (e)(i) of the definition “qualified person” requires a 
membership designation where the member has attained a position of 
responsibility in their profession that requires exercise of independent judgment.
Please indicate whether an individual applying for the membership designation requires the 
candidate to have attained a position of responsibility requiring the exercise of independent 
judgment. Please provide supporting information in your response.

Source and reference:
Hyperlink to source:

6 In NI 43-101, paragraph (e)(ii) of the definition “qualified person” requires either:
A. a favourable confidential peer evaluation of the individual’s character,

professional judgement, experience, and ethical fitness; or
B. a recommendation for membership by at least two peers, and demonstrated

prominence or expertise in the field of mineral exploration or mining.
(Note: Companion Policy 43-101CP interprets “demonstrated prominence or 
expertise” to mean having at least five years of professional experience and a 
level of major responsibility requiring independent decision-making).

a) Please indicate whether an individual applying for the membership designation requires
(A.) a favourable confidential peer evaluation of the individual’s character, professional 
judgement, experience, and ethical fitness. Please provide supporting information in your 
response.

Source and reference:
Hyperlink to source:
b) Please indicate whether an individual applying for the membership designation requires

(B.) a recommendation for membership by at least two peers, and demonstrated 
prominence or expertise in the field of mineral exploration or mining. Please provide 
supporting information in your response.

Source and reference:

Hyperlink to source:
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Additional Questions
7 When an applicant is being considered for the membership designation, please 

indicate if the applicant is required to complete any of the following additional 
requirements:
a) Pass any non-technical professional exams (e.g. professional practice and ethics exam);

Source and reference:
Hyperlink to source:
b) Be interviewed by an admissions panel of your professional association; or

Source and reference:
Hyperlink to source:
c) Provide a portfolio of work or examples of reports to demonstrate that the applicant meets

your professional association’s competency requirements.

Source and reference:
Hyperlink to source:

8 From time to time a regulator may need to confirm that an individual is registered 
with your professional association and has a particular membership designation.
Please indicate whether your professional association’s membership registry is publically 
available online. If so, please provide the hyperlink.
If not, please indicate how a regulator could determine whether an individual is currently 
registered in good standing with your professional association.

Hyperlink to registry:

Disciplinary Action Taken by Your Professional Association
9 If applicable, during the past three years has your professional association taken any 

disciplinary actions against individuals holding the membership designation?
If so, please indicate the number of actions and the year the action was taken.
Please also indicate whether there is an online public record of disciplinary actions taken by 
your professional association. If so, please provide the hyperlink.

Hyperlink to actions:
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